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Introduction
)*  S-curves, the Digital Revolution, white-water
rafting, World of Warcraft, Jeff Bezos, Jurassic Park,
Wikipedia and Harry Porter have to do with each other
when we talk about education? Professor John Seely
Brown (or JSB as he is fondly referred to) weaves ideas
regarding these seemingly unconnected things into a
cohesive argument about 21st century learning.
JSB is also advisor to the Provost at University of
Southern California, and the eighth CJ Koh Professor
at NIE. His 1989 seminal article with Allen Collins and
Paul Duguid, “Situated cognition, and the culture of
learning”, has been cited more than 11,000 times.
A recent publication with Douglas Thomas, A New
Culture of Learning: Cultivating the Imagination

for a World of Constant Change (2011), provides
a compelling view of a new learning culture that is
emerging with the digital revolution. Jokingly, JSB
        
In the following, we report on JSB’s insights and
arguments about 21st century learning, based on his
symposium at NIE on 21 November, 2012, and public
lecture at NTU@One-North on 22 November 2012.
%  + '  +-  %.  / 
Scalable Learning
From S-curve to the Big Shift
From the 18th century to the 20th century, we lived in
the era of the S-curve – an era of relative stability with
regards to social and cultural development (Figure 1).
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6 years. What happened was that cloud computing
came and was quickly followed by graphic processing
units (GPUs) after 18 months. From game machines,
GPUs are now used to create super-computers. After
yet another 18 months, big data came along, which
required new ways of programming. Since ways of
thinking about computing cannot be transferred across
these technologies, old knowledge and skills need
to be unlearned with each innovation in order for the
learning of new skills.

Figure 1. The era of the S-curve.
This era is characterised by episodes of technological
systems being created and taking over a locale before
being disseminated throughout the whole world. What
would follow was a long period of stability, spanning
50 to 70 years. During this extended stable period,
institutions were reinvented to help society understand
how to operate in this period, teaching practices from
teacher training worked, career paths were clear and
skills lasted a lifetime.
The 21st century, however, cannot be seen as part of
the S-curve. The 21st century marks the beginning of
the Big Shift (Figure 2). Driven by digital innovations,
the Big Shift is an era of exponential change and
emergence, both socially and culturally. New skills and
practices evolve with new technologies, which often
last no longer than 18 months. The technical skills that
one could depend upon for a lifetime in the S-curve
society have now become irrelevant, just as skills and
practices become redundant in just a few years in the
Big Shift era.

Figure 2. The Big Shift.
The Big Shift and scalable learning
Clearly, the mainstream education system is designed
for the S-curve society. For the last 200 to 300 years,
the primary concerns in education had been with
_ #      # 

 

  

optimise the transfer of expert-generated knowledge
to students, even across a nation. However, the world
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is created is tacit because there is no time for it to be
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JSB provided a personal account of learning in the Big

distilled, encoded and communicated before the next

Shift era. Having been trained as a computer scientist

shift happens. This greatly challenges the relevance

in the 1970s, he had to completely reinvent everything

of standard pedagogies that have to do with explicit,

he knew about computers three times during the last

rather than tacit, knowledge. Therefore, there needs
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# scalable learning.
What does scalable learning entail? JSB used whitewater rafting as a metaphor for scalable learning.
In white-water rafting, learning emerges through
the interactions of each micro-second, as if a
“conversation” with the water (context) through the
paddle is taking place. White-water rafting represents
scalable learning as a notion of total embodied
               "  
knowledge.

JSB offered two anecdotes that call into question
the Cartesian view and that support the social view.
According to JSB, when the President of Harvard
embarked on a year-long study to investigate the best
possible indicator of success at Harvard, it turned out
that none of the standard ways students are judged
today, such as grade point average and socioeconomic
class, were relevant. Instead, the best predictor of
academic success was the willingness of the student to
form or join a study group. Similarly at Hewlett-Packard,
the ability to lead study groups was the best predictor
of an employee’s ability to assume leadership roles at
the company.

Scalable learning also takes into account how
knowledge has moved onto networks. In his book,
Too Big to Know (2012), David Weinberger observed
that people used to know “how to know” by getting
their knowledge as answers or facts from books and
experts. However, since knowledge has moved onto
networks, there is more knowledge than ever but topics
have no boundaries and nobody agrees on anything.
Perhaps now, good questions are more important than
answers when it comes to learning in the Big Shift era.

From explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge
Besides an epistemological shift from a Cartesian view
to a social view, there needs to be a shift in focus from
teaching explicit knowledge to learning tacit knowledge.
JSB used an iceberg as a metaphor for the underlying
differences between the two foci. While most schooling
today is aimed at communicating the explicit in the
      #        ` {
knowledge is lying beneath the surface.

Rethinking learning: Scalable learning
From a Cartesian view to a social view
The Cartesian view of learning constitutes the
mainstream learning perspective adopted by schools.
The idea of “I think, therefore I am” has informed
schools to frame learning as knowledge transfer –
from authorities and textbooks to the individual’s head.
However, the Cartesian view is inadequate in explaining
how new situations raise new questions that demand
their own answers, resulting in knowledge having a
short shelf life. The Cartesian view is also misleading
because any learning that is deep takes place through
interaction and participation, as seen in the whitewater rafting example. A social view of learning – “we
participate, therefore we are” – is the more adequate
perspective on learning in the age of digital innovations.

JSB’s own micro-epiphany reveals the differences
between the teaching of explicit knowledge and
the learning of tacit knowledge. As a student at
the University of Michigan, JSB had been taught
Mathematics without knowing how professional
mathematicians actually worked. But one day in a
particular class, what he saw changed his perspective.
In order to solve a mathematical problem, his
Mathematics professor turned his back to his students
for half an hour and scribbled on the board, trying to
      %     |     
JSB saw how a professional mathematician actually
worked. He felt he had been lied up till then because
students had been taught how to write up their results
in a pristine form. The work that he saw that morning
was chaotic yet imaginative.
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From individual learning to social participation
In fact, learning to “be” is the tacit knowledge that lies
at the heart of communities of practice. When people
enter into a practice, they are cultivated into that
practice and develop an identity in terms of belonging
    # }    #    
identity are ways of seeing and engaging in productive
inquiry. In other words, differences in practice and
 #          
communities of practice as epistemic communities.
This explains why communicating across different
communities of practice becomes challenging; it
is because ways of problem-solving differ. Hence,
a solution that is elegant to one may be horrible to
somebody else in a different epistemic community.
A close inspection of how architectural design studios
 _ #           #
of every studio is that all work in progress is always
public. Therefore, if one is working on a project, his
colleague who is just 6 feet away can completely
understand his struggles and all that he is going
through. What goes on is also a beautiful example
of thinking with both head and hand. Conversations
start to evolve as people work together on producing
something durable. It is also an environment where
there is permission to fail and retry, so one does not
have to feel bad about failing in front of other people.
The culture of learning that is being cultivated in
people as they go through these environments is
evident.
Some argue that the architectural design studio is
       #      
 #           
in and critiques a colleague. One will listen in their
conversation, and since he has been a legitimate
participant of his colleague’s work, he is able to read
tremendous amount of content into the conversation to
get at their thinking.

!)
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The architectural design studios inspired researchers
and educators to apply the model to more traditional
academic settings, such as an MIT course that aims
at building a deep understanding of quantum magnetic
         #    ~<<  
students who were admitted to the course, 200 to
300 would eventually drop out. While this serves to
sort out the “geniuses” from the “mere mortals”, this
   # '
 
social minorities tend to be the ones who dropped
out. Therefore, MIT appropriated an idea from North
Carolina State University called SCALE-UP. The idea
was to rebuild the classroom as an architectural studio.
There would be not more than 10 or 15 minutes of
lecture. Instead, problems would be posed, designs
tasks would be given, and then the professor would
walk around and look at the problems that the students
were having. If students at any particular table had an
unusual problem, the professor would stop the class,
project that problem up on the many screens around
and talk it through with everybody.
However, after about 2 months, they had to stop
the class because it could not work. Situated in an
academic setting, the architectural design studio faced
three problems. First, it required a new set of teaching
practices that the professors had little understanding
about, having erstwhile been “a sage of stage” rather
than “guide on the side”. The professors had to learn
these new practices. This case shows how new
technologies that people are so good at inventing
also involve teaching new practices, which can be a
          
is common to Singapore as well: they were marked on
a curve. This meant that while learning in the studio
was meant to be social and collaborative, the number of
                   @ 
Therefore, the programme had to adopt a completely
different type of assessment to make it work. Third,
there was the problem of developing the disposition of
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giving and receiving critique. Anyone who has actually
run design studios will realise how students can be
unstuck by the right comment and will move on, and
how this makes them feel empowered. Instead of being
good at criticising what is wrong, we need to know how
to offer critique that advances motion.
In short, the focus needs to be on cultivating a culture
of learning, not the training of skills.
Learning through online participation
From the perspective of the social view of learning,
today’s digital technologies enable the creation of
contexts that foster social interaction and meaningful
participation. For example, technologies and tools
of social media, such as Google Hangout, allow one
to form study groups and collaborate virtually. Such
social media can amplify learning through peripheral
participation by allowing one to listen in to another
study group or expert groups that offer public access.
Open-source systems such as Linux also allow through
participation in online communities. To become a full
member of an open-source community, participants
have to write code that is readable. They also have
to make useful criticisms. Open-source, thereby,
revolutionalises learning by amplifying participants’
ability to learn co-constructively. Now, approximately
1 million students are trained in sophisticated systems
design because of open source.
However, the reality is that traditional, institutional views
of learning can question or oppose the legitimacy of
learning socially online. JSB gave the example of a
student called Chris at Ryerson College, Canada. Chris
had organised a study group on Facebook for learning
Organic Chemistry, and over time, the group became
146 people strong. However, he was later taken to
court and thrown out of the college for allegedly having
compromised on academic integrity by making academic
work too easy and self-directed. It was also deemed as

cheating. Fortunately, he was subsequently reinstated
when the Engineering Faculty Appeals Committee cleared
him of these charges on the basis that the group had
actually been engaging in collaborative problem-solving.
Learning with network technologies
In examining the commonality among many entrepreneurs,
such as Jeff Bezos the founder of Amazon, JSB found
that many of them had gone through progressive forms
of education, such as the Montessori system. He
maintained that progressive education systems, such
as those proposed by Dewey and Montessori, can be
reinterpreted through the lens of digital and network
technologies to think about scalable learning.
First, scalable learning requires a new type of learning
 _          #    
and outside of school. These resources include those
that they draw upon in physical and virtual spaces
in school, museums and libraries. This new learning
 _
 #       
social media such as blogs, forums and Facebook.
Second,
accreditation
systems
using
network
technologies present another possibility for scalable
learning. For instance, badge systems can enable kids
to be accredited based on their experience in opensource systems (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3. Learning networks.
Learning in and for the 21st Century
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today. Globally, around 12 million kids are seriously
engaging in high-end raid teams by playing WoW.
Approximately 15,000 new strategies are being created
every night.

Figure 4. Social networks and accreditation systems.
Third, power tools afford users to create informal
learning networks and therefore can foster scalable
learning. Today’s kids are living in a world where they
        /
    
These power tools even allow users to perform tasks
like experts in informal learning networks.

!+

Research on WoW has revealed some critical
dispositions of expert WoW players that suggest
what it means to be an entrepreneurial learner. In
particular, two essential dispositions are at play. First,
there is “questing”. In WoW, this means taking on big
goals. Moreover, the processes of seeking, probing
and uncovering are always being carried out because
the problems and the resources needed for solving
them are never given ahead of time. Second, there
is “connecting”. It refers to how WoW players learn
from each other, made possible by social network
technologies. The dispositions of questing and
connecting are what are required for one to succeed in a
world of constant change where people have to connect
in terms of reciprocity and the building of social capital.

    ' 
Having set the educational context in terms of the Big
Shift and proposed how we might rethink learning
in terms of scalable learning, JSB highlighted what
scalable learning in the Big Shift demands in terms of
dispositions of an entrepreneurial learner. The main
point here is that dispositions cannot be taught, which
is what mainstream school approaches try to do.
Instead, dispositions have to be cultivated.

The Homo Sapien, Homo Faber and Homo Luden
Given the importance of cultivating such dispositions,
how can we expand our logical conception of what it
means? Human beings have been thought of as Homo
Sapien, that is, Man the Knower; and Homo Faber, that
 }    } _         _ 
the entrepreneurial learner as both Homo Sapien and
Homo Faber. Moreover, human beings are tinkerers at
heart. The entrepreneurial learner is Homo Luden, that
is, Man the Player as well (Figure 5).

           
the dispositions that constitute an entrepreneurial
learner might be. A case in point is World of Warcraft
(WoW). WoW is one of the most popular Massively
Multiplayer Online Role-playing Games (MMORPG)

In addition to conceptualising the entrepreneurial
learner in terms of these three epistemic lenses, we
can also begin to consider how they could be blended.
The rise of the “hacker space” instantiates this blended
epistemology in a community of practice. A hacker
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space is a space where kids can come in and build
things with others. It is established around a culture
where the community members love to build and tinker.
A physical sign outside one of these hacker spaces,
Open Studio, depicts the spirit of the space: “‘Hack’ is
a verb, to devise or modify something, usually skillfully”.
Innovation thrives at the crossroads where ideas,
 %           
places and people collide in the chaos of creativity.
Clearly, kids engaged in these hacker spaces are
coming together to build and to share things with each
other.

Figure 5. Three different epistemologies.
Making contexts
Human beings are predominantly thought of as makers,
especially in terms of producing physical materials.
However, there are now many tools in the digital world
to help users make context as much as content. This
was literally impossible before unless one were a
billionaire and bought a TV station to create a context
of how news can be curated, for instance. Now, even
kids are starting to make their own contexts. Therefore,
there is a need to reframe “making” in terms of “making

context”. In particular, we might consider how a
context could be made using digital technologies and
how in making context, people are able to frame how
something is to be perceived and understood.
    @ @    
meanings are made by changing the context. Remixing
is taking the content and changing what the content
means to the viewer. For instance, when the music to
a video is changed, the audience’s emotional response
to it will change as well. But more could happen, is that
what is seen would also be changed. For example, JSB
shared that people may remember seeing the scene of
the T-Rex swallowing a man and chomping on him in
the movie Jurassic Park, directed by Steven Spielberg.
However, if a still frame analysis of the movie were to
be carried out, it will be discovered that at the critical
moment when the jaws close, the movie goes blank.
What does happen is that the music continues, which
is meant to make viewers imagine or “see” the T-Rex
chomping on the man. Triggered by the music, viewers
       #  
powerful than if they had actually seen it.
Another practice that is context-building is blogging. A
very successful blogger, Andrew Sullivan (2008) notes
that “[A blogger] is – more than any writer of the past –
               
without the links and the comments and the track-backs
that make the blogosphere, at its best, a conversation,
rather than a production.” What is being suggested
here is that blogging is creating the context of an ongoing conversation.
New contexts, new literacies
The emerging online practices, such as remixing
and blogging, create contexts and new contexts that
Learning in and for the 21st Century
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require new literacies. The example of Wikipedia shows
how the typical concern about content accuracy is
legitimate, but perhaps misleading at the same time.
The real concern should be about how Wikipedia is
to be read. Unlike the Britannica, Wikipedia captures
the previous arguments and versions that lead to the
current pages being published. Knowledge should
always be contested. Therefore, users of Wikipedia
should be going to the edit page and examining the
      
These new literacies also mean that kids need to be
taught critical reasoning, because they have to be able
to read the contested knowledge to make up their own
minds about what to believe. This is also part of civic
intelligence. JSB illustrates this through the famous
photograph taken in Baghdad during the Iraq War:
the statue of Saddam being pulling down appeared
on the front page of every English-speaking American
newspaper. The photograph was real but cropped,
therefore altering its meaning. What the photograph did
not show was that the people pulling the statue down
were American soldiers instead of Iraqis; the cropped
photograph and the accompanying headlines made
readers believe Iraqis had pulled the statue down.
Fortunately, many kids today are so good at remixing
that they have begun to understand exactly how such
messages can be manipulated in very powerful ways.
The comfortable world of relatively stable context that
people have been so used to has changed irrevocably.
9       %       "   @
today’s creators, leaders and teachers need to be
able to constantly reshape their conceptual lenses.
They need to radically rethink how they see things.
The problem is that they may not even be aware that
they are wearing them nor realise how these lenses
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the fact, they do not know how it is so second nature
to them. In this digital world, kids are constructing
frames by tinkering and playing in the ways that have
been described above. Crucially, it turns out that one’s
conceptual frames come from playing.
The play of imagination
The sense of play emerges under at least two
conditions: permission to fail and the exercise of play
imagination. Extreme sports and hip hop are good
illustrations. To reach extreme performance in extreme
sports, kids must be given permission to fail again and
again. In performing hip hop, kids are actually being
poets in terms of attuning to the most nuanced shades
of sound in a phrase.
Moreover, when kids are given a creative context
for play imagination, epiphanies can arise which
enhances learning retention. The learning that happens
through epiphanies is never forgotten. One example is
riddles. In solving a riddle, one needs to reframe and
register words, as illustrated in the following: “A black
dog is sleeping in the middle of a black road that has
no streetlights and there’s no moon. A car is coming
down the road with its lights off, but steers around the
dog. How did the driver know the dog was there?” If
one thinks the reason is day time, one would be right!
What needs to be done is to reframe the context that
was initially established (“black”, “no streetlights”, “no
moon” and “with its lights off”). This is play imagination
at work.
Playful tinkering
Moreover, it is perhaps in playful tinkering and
reframing that one is being Homo Sapien, Homo Faber
and Homo Luden all at once (Figures 6 and 7).
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repertoire of moves that helps him get unstuck. Once
    _         % 
problem, it is with him for life.

Figure 6. Blended epistemologies of tinkering.

Figure 7. Blended epistemologies of reframing through
tinkering.
As people tinker, they expand their repertoire for
problem-solving, which also enables them to embrace
change. The iPhone is a case in point. Kids will usually
master almost everything important about it within an
hour by tinkering with it. People of an older generation
tend to require a manual. The point is that the way that
one learns how to embrace change starts with him
tinkering with something. In this way, he will acquire a

 3 -    4/  +    
Learning
Until a few years ago, in areas of concern in Singapore
and the US, almost everything was centred around
knowing, little about making and almost none about
playing. Perhaps, given the Big Shift, there is a need
to focus on playing – by way of riddling and contextmaking or world-making – as much as we focus on
knowing and making. This has critical implications on
what it means to innovate, another area of concern
among nations today.
Innovation entails making the strange familiar through
world-making (Figure 8). In fact, many kids are already
doing so on in a massively collective way. Harry Porter
      9    #      
laws of the real world, why does it still make sense? It
is because Harry is situated in an imagined world, and
in that world, even the strangest thing makes sense.
However, this sense of being able to construct worlds
actually happens by kids, not just J. K. Rowling. It is
_          _ #      
in Harry Porter. There are approximately 1500 novels,
<<   #_   
the backstory of this imagined world. These kids are
playing at constructing a world in a powerful way.
If the goal is to develop a nation of innovators, the
       _        #
and constructing imagined worlds. Writing, playing
and constructing imagined worlds could be placed
much more at the core of radical innovation in current
approaches to remaking education.

Learning in and for the 21st Century
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Figure 8. Cultivating imagination-making the strange
familiar through world-building.
The next challenge is to reshift the focus from creativity
to the imagination, which is the basis for radical
innovation. Singapore has worshipped creativity. This
may be fundamentally misplaced. It was Henry Ford
who said, “If I had asked my customers what they
wanted, they would have said a faster horse.” Creativity
merely focuses on the objects at hand. Creativity is
merely about new ways to solve old problems. Instead
of creativity, we need to think about the imagination.
Imagination focuses on world-building around the
question, “What if?” Imagination is less about solving
problems than about creating new problem spaces.
Imagination reimagines the world around strange things
to create new opportunities.
In conclusion, in this era of the Big Shift, what needs
to be strived for in educating and cultivating learners
is some sense regarding the question, “How do we
bring inspiration, intuition and imagination together?” In
addition, the issue that needs to be focused on is “How
do we create contexts where kids have a sense of awe
and curiosity?” (See Figure 9.)
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Figure 9. Imagination, intuition and inspiration.
Underlying all these is this fundamental idea: it is where
and when imagination plays that learning happens.
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% *"' "*% the exchanges between
JSB and the audiences during the symposium at NIE
on 21 November, 2012, and the public lecture at NTU@
One-North on 22 November 2012.
%/3
*  . 5- I was at your talk last year and
I felt that the audience did not seem to be getting
what you were trying to communicate. My intention
here is to see how we can avoid that. Being pragmatic
Singaporeans, some of the audience might have
tacitly contrasted work and play. Some people have
attempted to legitimise play by proposing the concept
of “serious play”. However, this again tacitly implies the
contrast between “frivolous” and “serious”. Moreover,
the concept of “tinkering” is very alien to Singaporeans.

As a result, many people in the audience bypassed
tinkering and misunderstood what you meant by play,
seeing it as frivolous.
Therefore, I am proposing a fourth “homo” – Homo
  or the Dreaming Man. The Dreaming Man
goes back to the Australian Aborigines and refers to
two things. One, the ability to dream in terms of origin
stories. Two, according to the Australian Aborigines,
dreaming is a social construction. The concept of the
                  
issues of play being mere frivolous, since there is no
such thing as a frivolous dream.
$%(- Thank you. Yes, I understand your intention. Let
us consider the notion of “natural propensity”, which is
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more of a Chinese thought. What I am trying to get at is
how we shift our focus from things to context, because
if we actually spend more time shaping context, things
naturally happen. For example, in some Chinese
military theory, the best general is one who can get the
enemy to see that everything in the context is working
against him and naturally quits. Hence, in the last year,
I have been thinking more about the power of context
and how we play with it. How do we create contexts
that allow for the cultivation of dispositions in a natural
way?
In fact, the notions of “serious” and the “frivolous” miss
what I am trying to get at. Recently, I said something
that went viral on YouTube. I said that I would rather
hire a Level 70 World of Warcraft player than a Harvard
MBA, because of the former’s ability to understand how
to shape context, given that we are moving into a world
where we need to think in terms of eco-systems. I was
brought up as a kind of mathematician who played with
axiom systems. If we can get this sense of play from
kids, we are going to have a whole new generation of
kids who know quite differently.
*  . 5- Yes, we understand that. It is
just that I hope we can avoid falling into a cultural gap.
$%(- In Singapore, one of the things I have been
focusing on is the confusion of creativity for the
imagination. The campuses in Singapore are pushing
more for creativity than for the imagination with regards
to design thinking. I had the same trouble in the US,
and I am coming up with a new book called Design
Unbound which gets at the heart of imagination, rather
than design.
*  . 5- Design is also associated with
outward appearance. Therefore, from the layman’s
perspective, design is thought about it in terms of what
it looks like from the outside.

'
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$%(- That is why we need to think about imagination.
And what is surprising to me – and I am not just
commenting on Singapore but the Western world
as well – is that we can argue rather seriously that
schooling destroys imagination. Kids have a fantastic
imagination but we seem to have found ways to
suppress it. However, I observe that the kids who are
playing certain games often turn out better at solving
the complex problems of today.
*  . - Thank you for sharing. I was
very interested in what you said about the dispositions
of an entrepreneurial learner and the networked
community of learning. Let us say that there is this
person who faces a complex problem. Solving it
requires a bit of reading but he does not want to go
through this process. Since he has many friends on
Facebook, he poses them the question, and then draws
upon the collective wisdom of his community. Hence,
basically all he does is to pose the question. Maybe this
problem is part of his homework, but he gets others to
do it.
$%(- I understand what you are saying. In economics,
we call them free riders. I have interviewed what you
would call free riders. Some of these kids are actually
free riding in order to get on with another subject that
they are more passionate about. Moreover, if you look at
a 5-, 6- or 7-year-old kid, you will realise that they often
ask questions. We have encountered situations where
the teacher was the one constantly being challenged
because the kids kept asking questions he could not
answer.
*  . - I suppose what I was trying
to address is the fact that there are different kinds of
learners with different motivations in a community.
Thus, the challenge is addressing people with different
motivations for learning.
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$%(- '             _ 
on. There are tools out there for capturing a kid’s
imagination. Therefore, the question is now, “How
 #                 
are?” This is very contrary to what formal schooling is
concerned with.
*  . 6- Regarding your comment on
formal schooling, a lot of content in school is not very
appealing to students. How do we interest them in
these subjects?
$%(- What I am about to suggest may seem very
  '  _     #        
that captures a kid’s imagination and build on it. I
know of a class in South Chicago where the learning
task was to create a movie about music in the 1930s.
In order to make the movie, the kids had to read
 #  _ /       #
  
until you realise what tools there are to capture a kid’s
imagination.
*  . 7- Do you think that kids and adults
of today are less playful that those in the past?
$%(- I come from Silicon Valley, and I think that most
of the people there are rather playful. I think that the
tools that we have today are so much more powerful
than those before. The things that would require many
people to do can now be done with small groups of
people using these power tools. It is really amazing,
and I think of that as “play”.
*  . 7- How would this concept of “play”
change the role of teachers, and do teachers have to
be more playful or at least appear to be more playful?
$%(- Well, I mean what I am about to say quite
honestly, but it may not go down well. It is conceivable
that the purpose of school is to suppress playfulness,

and maybe even undermine imagination seriously. That
is why Montessori created the schools that they did.
There is a certain sense that if you go into a Montessori
school – and I don’t just mean pre-school, which is
the case in Singapore, but I mean all the way to 4th or
     #         _     
what you would think of as “schooling”. Instead, they
are constantly playing with situations and getting into
situations that they need to have a good understanding
about.
I doubt that is not the right kind of foundation.
Therefore, I was very serious when I said that in the
United States, we may know how to “do imagination”,
but we do not know how to make it scale? How might
we implement the Montessori technique all the way
through 12 years using the power tools of today?
Moreover, everybody is always concerned about
         '  #  
this concern rather peculiar because when I build
               
I know I am getting it right when it works. In some
  #            _  
truth. Therefore, I think there is a lot more we can do by
thinking about the tools we have today at our disposal.
It is also the same with music. One of my motives in
being over here is to relook at the world of arts in
teaching. I am trying to argue that if I have to teach,
I would start with the arts. It is a much better area to
start with.
*  . 7- This is what Steve Jobs started
with.
$%(- Steve did start that way but he also had this
#      # %     =   
imagine a different kind of world, but it also had to have
aesthetic qualities. As far as I know, he actually had the
iPad done about 5 years before it came out. However,
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he refused to let it come out because it was not elegant
enough. Moreover, they had to wait until the batteries,
screen and packaging were good enough so that when
a potential customer holds the device, he or she would
                
able to imagine what could be.
\  # %
 @    
  
last hundred years. Moreover, our notion of schooling
pretty much came from Germany 140 years ago. Why
is that the right path to take?
*  . 8- I would like to understand your
position on the effective implementation of the notion
of “play” in the curriculum of our schools today. Are
you suggesting a complete overhaul of the education
system? Are you saying, let us make space so that
the disposition that we want can be cultivated through
play? Or are you saying that we may want to add a
layer to the subject disciplines that we already have as
a way of doing it better?
$%(- My answer is that you need to do both. Radical
change usually happens incrementally and we are
building a whole new set of schools in the United
States right now on a completely different notion
based on play. We will see how they work out. It is my
conjecture that something really radically different and
fundamental is happening.
It is conceivable that our education system has been
highly tuned for the 20th century and 19th century.
However, it may be becoming irrelevant quickly, given
the speed at which things are happening in the 21st
century. The best example of this is the military. In
the United States, more learning theory gets deployed
by the military than by schools. We thought we knew
everything about how to train people on 21st century
warfare and in command-and-control environments. All
of a sudden, in going into guerrilla warfare, everything

)
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had to do with people lowest down on the street or
in the woods being able to read context and make
decisions. Everything about training people on 21st
century warfare had to be discarded and reinvented.
Therefore, the present question is, “In this fast-paced
entrepreneurial world, do we also need to reinvent
education?” I imagine NIE is supposed to be looking at
things like that.
*  . 8- Alternatively, we could start
interviewing kids and asking them how they would redesign NIE.
$%(- Moreover, we need to ask, “What is NIE for
the 21st century?” Ten years ago, this would have
been an inappropriate question. However, I think that
today, it may have become a strategic question. A lot
of us are looking at how to redesign our multinational
corporations along a similar type of problem. Is the
multinational corporation a dinosaur that is going to
die out? How might it have the agility that is required
to cope with the forces that I have been talking about?
A lot of people believe that those forces are now
inevitable. Since they are inevitable, then you have to
think very hard about these issues.
*  . 9- Given your knowledge of the
Singapore education system, what are some things that
you would like to see happening 10 years from now?
$%(- What would I like to see? I would say very quickly
that the SOTA (School Of The Arts) model becomes
the dominant model for Singapore. Is that a well-known
model? It may turn out to be a much more interesting
trend.
*  . 9- Could you share a little a bit
about what you saw happening in SOTA that is not
happening in schools?
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$%(- Well, (a) the passion of the students, (b) the
role of the imagination, and (c) I believe that we
completely under-emphasise the language of sketch.
We all know language, whether it is English or some
derivative of that. We also have to know Mathematics,
Computer Science and sketch. If you know sketching,
you will realise that it can be a very powerful way
of communicating. For example, when you want
to communicate something and you do a sketch,
it becomes a boundary object that enables us to
understand what you are saying. It is something that
helps scaffold a conversation.

This is the inherent mechanism that drives situated
learning in a scalable way. The implication is that most
of the things – 99% of it – that students are going to
learn are things they are going to learn after they
leave school. This is why I had to I go through what I
did in the last 6 years, which entails tearing up the
    #  9# _ '    
start-ups, and I have found that most kids coming out
of the best schools in the United States are not wellequipped enough to be able to handle most of the
problems we are trying to solve today. These kids have
to come into the start-ups and learn on their own.

I think that how you scaffold a conversation and
how you scaffold your own thinking have become
   #         '   
little bit disturbing is that computers do not let you
sketch. It is true that we have such things like the Zen
Brush. However, I have used almost every computer
there is, and I still jot things down and sketch the old
way. Computers still do not have the ability to let you
sketch.

*  . :- It just occurred to me that
many of your examples work because they are all
characterised by learner ownership. However, when we
are referring to organisations, educational or otherwise,
  =%      %#   
externally.

*  . :- In your opinion, what is the role
of canonical knowledge and how – if it is even possible
– to learn canonical knowledge playfully?
$%(- It has to do with the notion of learning on demand.
Think about any situation when you want to build
something but get stuck, because you do not have
the skills or knowledge to be able to build it. What you
would do is to start getting information to solve the
problem. It is a kind of pull-based notion of learning.
Think about it for a moment. From the perspective
of situated learning, what you really have here is a
situation that is totally authentic. It is a situation that is
created when you are actually trying to get something
done. Now, you are getting knowledge from the Internet,
and trying it out in context to see if it helps you advance
toward the goal that you want.

$%(- There are two possible kinds of responses
to this. One, organisations whose problems are
@ #     _    #
interested, you cannot stop him from learning. Thus,
one of the questions is, “How do you actually (a) get
them passionately interested and (b) give them the
tools so they can learn with or without you?”
*  . :- And in ways that are also
meaningful to other stakeholders.
$%(- That is right. However, people fail to realise
what we call the “long-tail distribution”. I conjecture
that for any interest that any kid has, there is already
a community of interest on the Internet. It is just a
     _       #   
learning is now considered “open”. The reason why I
started off with the Linux case is you have to learn how
       # =           
/"   '#      
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how esoteric your passion and interest is, you are
going to be able to learn with others. The amount of colearnership going on unnoticed is never talked about, but
          
   %#
narrow curriculum, a very narrow set of topics. And it is
driven by a bell curve.

going on in the world, especially in the United States, is
       

Thus, we need to have enough navigation skills to
        #       
have enough understanding of how to build social
capital. What we need to do is to take schooling as
a preparatory stage to launch kids into this long-tail
distribution. This means that no matter how often their
  #      
groups to associate with. I believe we always learn
with other people.

$%(- Now, the interesting question to ask ourselves
collectively is, “Why don’t we change?” I do not want
to play the same chess game over and over again. I
do not want to play the same World of Warcraft game
over and over again. In the game world, change is
everything. Yet, why is the attitude of resisting change
prevalent?

*  . ;- Can I say that there seems to
be a tension between kids’ interests or passions and
adults’ efforts at teaching the kids? You have been
saying that mass education is actually very restrictive.
Do you see such tensions?
$%(- Well, in some sense, there is huge tension – and
it is likely worse in the United States – because there
are tests to be passed. You also know that the closer
you get to the test year, passion and curiosity start to
diminish. We have limited resource, and these tend to
be given to the best students.
*  . ;-      _     
question that I wanted to ask. Let me rephrase it. It
seems we become less playful as we grow older.
$%(- I hear you. If your institutions and workspaces
never change, then all that we are talking about in
terms of reimagining education does not matter.
However, since we are conjecturing a new world of
work, then the new question is, “How do you prepare
_       =  
#   '  
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*  . ;- If people in the United States
    
  
 9   

*  . ;- Compared to kids, kids have
a weaker notion of failure and doubts. Then, it is
%      # 
$%(- That is right, and this is one of the reasons why
I have introduced the counter-intuitive term called
_ ]    '   %#     
disposition of tinkering is that you do not think of it in
terms of “failing”. Instead, you think of what is new that
you have at your disposal. Then, just as in playing
a game, you try different options, and the game
feedbacks whether it has gone well or not. In this way,
you learn something from the experience. It is like an
adventure. Therefore, it is not a question of failure. It is
just that we have been thinking in terms of “failure”, as
opposed to constantly striving towards creating a new
imagined state.
Public lecture
*  . 5- My question is about tacit
knowledge. I am fascinated with this concept of tacit
knowledge and the transfer of that tacit knowledge in
the organisation that I am with. You have mentioned
that tacit knowledge is “under the iceberg”, and you
have talked about design studios and collaborative
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learning. Not everybody is a Google or have the
resources to do those things. Where do you see
companies going with trying to harness that tacit
knowledge and perhaps not having employees
– valuable employees – walk away with that tacit
knowledge?

not watch television anymore. What they do is that
they watch YouTube. Now, they are already watching
all sorts of YouTube videos and discussing them. With
YouTube, you are pulling information on demand, and
talking about things that you have become curious
about.

$%(- Sure. By the way, the only way you are going
to keep talent from walking away is if you can create
a context that makes them stay. This is actually a
very serious comment, but we do not think this way in
terms of talent management. Instead, we think about
increasing bonuses and things like that. We do not
think about why kids stay in certain places, which is
because they are learning more there than in any other
places.

Therefore, I think we are at the verge where our kids
%  #            
corporate world are just beginning to discover.

Regarding the beginning part of your question, I believe
YouTube is an amazingly effective way to capture tacit
knowledge. This regards a topic that I talked about
a year ago here. This may seem rather strange but
I studied champion big-wave surfers. And I can show
you that today, a new move of a champion surfer will
circulate around the entire globe in 48 hours. I would
_#  _    % +<< 
What these kids are doing is that they collaborate on
deconstructing these videos hours after they start
circulating around, then try to work out the body moves
– motions and rhythms – in these videos. I could not
believe that this kind of tacit knowledge could be
captured so easily and be circulated around the world
so quickly. It got me thinking about ways to look at how
we could capture the visualisations of practice, select
the key moments out and then try to deconstruct them
individually or collaboratively. This is a major start to
being able to capture and share tacit knowledge.
We have also just done a contextual study, talking to
*</# /             # 

*  . - ' =     
you arrive at the domains that make up the dispositions
of entrepreneurial learners.
The second point is a comment. We educators
are trained in the 20th century skills and you are
suggesting that with regards to play and imagination,
teachers need to be equipped, and they need to
consider how they are going to be equipped to train
these students. I think it could be the other way around
– the students are teaching the teachers.
$%(-   #  }# 
for you is the same as that for the corporate world. We
are so used to thinking that we are the mentors for new
staff that we do not think about reverse mentorship.
However, I think that in a lot of situations, reverse
mentorship and mentorship happen simultaneously.
For example, the inquiry method can be problematic
in the school system. Often, a situation arises when
a kid asks a question and teacher has no idea how to
answer that question. (By the way, we can answer most
questions kids ask, assuming we have PhDs!) But,
what is the chance of being able to sit down and say,
“Look, we’ve got the tools here. Let’s work together
          #     # 
    _   %    
answers, while you are much better at critiquing if the
answers are believable.
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Maybe you can have mentorship and reverse
mentorship happening simultaneously, and you are
both co-learning different kinds of things. I think that
this is a major step forward in unleashing a willingness
to engage in a full inquiry method even more deeply
than we do now. You cannot go back to school and
spend years re-learning all kinds of new material, but
you can say that I learn something through learning
from other people every day. I think that this is the
spirit of what we are talking about.
Regarding the question – I made up what the
dispositions of an entrepreneurial learner are. This
is how I work, and this is how my collaborators work.
In Silicon Valley, what matters is ingenuity. Humility is
important as well, so that I can work across multiple
domains, from material science to the media. This
is because the only way for people from multiple
disciplines to work together is that they begin to realise
that the thinking of each community of practice has its
own sense of elegance. With this realisation comes our
willingness and ability to listen to each other across
epistemic boundaries. Thus, crossing disciplinary
boundaries has a lot to do with a true sense of humility.
Ten years ago, we had very few cross-disciplinary
groups. Today, everything is happening that way. Most
of our start-ups have to do with crossing disciplinary
boundaries and we realise that humility is a very
important element in our work.
*  . 6- I would just like to ask some
questions that I was thinking about and maybe just
try to reframe some of the things you said. What I
understand is that essentially, we are living in a world
  # "                
is also full of resources, and the kids know how to
understand most of these resources and imagine new
contexts. From a gaming perspective – because I am
one of those old-school Dungeon and Dragon gamers –

"
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gamers have to make up their own ways of having fun
most of the time. There is nobody dictating how they
should have fun.
Hence, my question is, do you think it is possible for
schools to teach kids to “rock the boat” or to develop
their own perspectives? In doing so, they create who
they are.
$%(- Yesterday, I did a talk and I learned how the
term play might get misinterpreted, especially in the
Singaporean context, if not all contexts. The kind of
play that I think about is in terms of the disposition to
push the boundaries of a system. It is to understand
what the edge is like, and to understand how I might
transform a constraint into a resource. Therefore, it is
not about “serious” play or “frivolous” play. It is actually
about trying to understand the pushback of a system.
Perhaps in a mysterious way, when I do design work
in material science, I am actually trying to interpret the
pushback of an atomic structure at a particular time or
the system of the steering wheel.
Therefore, I think that there is a huge potential in the
notion of play for rethinking education. I actually think
that it is something that Singapore is thinking more
about, as her politics starts to change a little bit too,
with respect to understanding how to advance a
position when you can no longer logically conclude
  ' %  %#" # 
idea that it is not cognition, but a nuanced form of play
that advances culture. I am arguing that culture evolves
when people challenge the system by exploring its
edges, seeing how the system responds and thereby
understanding it better.
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